Life – Between – Lives Intensive
An Advanced Hypnotherapy Training and Certification
Past-Life Regression Therapy and Life Between Lives Intensive

“For, each soul goes on…” Edgar Cayce reading 410-2
This advanced training is designed for CERTIFIED
HYPNOTHERAPISTS. It involves definitive work using interlife
exploration using specific regression methodologies originated by
Joel Whitton and Joe Fischer, and Dr. Michael Newton, and
further developed by Allen Chips, Marjorie Reynolds, and
Madonna Kettler. The training includes extensive case histories;
deepening exercises for reaching the superconscious state;
susceptibility concepts; Cayce concepts regarding astral planes of
existence; sequencing sessions based on the life cycle of the soul
from death to gateway, orientation, soul groups, traffic zones,
learning zones/schools, spirit guidance, life reviews, prebirth
planning, and more. The course also offers experiential learning
for each student (as client and hypnotherapist), a Life Between
Lives video, and a Q&A period with experienced past-life
regression hypnotherapists and trainers.
A Past-Life Regression and Life Between Lives session can
help bring healing, clarity, and a deep sense of meaning and
purpose to life. This powerful spiritual regression technique can
help those who are seeking to answer life’s deepest questions and
can also be of enormous benefit to anyone interested in life after
death. In this “between life” spirit world are memories of your life
– as a soul, between incarnations, with soul friends and family,
and planning your lives on earth.

During this incredible week,
you will:

•

•
•

•

•

Gain
techniques
for
conducting safe and effective
past-life regression sessions
for deep healing.
Become more proficient in
regression for accessing the
superconscious realm.
Expand your hypnotherapy or
past-life therapy practice by
offering life between lives
regressions.
Understand the profound
experience of recalling the
spirit world, from a client
perspective.
Receive a three-to-four-hour
session recalling life-between
lives.

Past Attendees Say: “This was an outstanding course – I learned so much!” “Tremendous growth
opportunity” “Very organized, clear and informative.”

Need Course Information
Call 1-855-772-0459 or visit the NATH Web site: www.nath.world

LIMITED ENROLLMENT
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS. To register for this advanced hypnotherapy training, you must
1) be a certified hypnotherapist (provide a copy of certification when you pe-register).
2) have some experience with past-life regressions; and
3) have successfully experienced hypnotic regression in the client role.
REQUIRED READING*. Life Patterns: Soul Lessons & Forgiveness, Henry Leo Bolduc; Life
Between Lives: Hypnotherapy for Spiritual Regression by Michael Newton; and Clinical
Hypnotherapy: A Transpersonal Approach, by Allen Chips
RECOMMENDED READING/VIDEO*. Life Between Life, by Whitton and Fisher; Journey of
Souls, and Destiny of Souls, by Michael Newton; and Spiritual Regression: A Past Life – Life
Between Lives video demonstration by Allen Chips
*Resources may be ordered through the A.R.E. Bookstore (800-333-4499, ext. 7231) or via
Amazon.
GENERAL INFORMATION. Conferees should bring a voice recorder with a minimum of five
hours recording capacity for their personal experiential session. Graduates will be eligible for
membership to one of the oldest and largest Transpersonal Hypnotherapy organizations in the
nation, to receive the recurring NATH newsletter, attend recurring NATH virtual retreats and the
annual NATH conference and entered into the NATH database for referral purposes.
Lecture recording is prohibited.
TO RECEIVE CERTIFICATION. An open book exam will be given on-site, in addition to a
constructive evaluation of the process. The exam can be downloaded in advance from
www.NATH.world. Passing grades and successful completion of five documented post-class LBL
experiential sessions (includes the session conducted during class), are due NLT 90 days following
the class, to become certified as a Life Between Lives hypnotherapist. Course payment in full is
required to receive certificate.
NATH is a certifying body for this unique and powerful approach. For more course information
go to www.NATH.world or call 855-772-0459
COURSE DURATION. The LBL class is rated at 120 hours; a combination of in-class and outside
study/experiential learning. The NATH Training Manual, given to students on the first day of class,
makes it easy for students to follow the course and serves as an in-class reference; includes scripts,
procedures, and more. Training includes individual demonstrations, experiential participation,
audio/video, lecture, and independent study. Each participant will have opportunities for
experiential learning throughout the course (both as a client and hypnotherapist).
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